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Seven Pillars of Servant Leadership
You're looking for a youth pastor. Again. What goes wrong? Why do youth
ministries crumble? And what is the cost to students, parents, volunteers and
church staff? Is a sustainable youth ministry possible, even after a youth pastor
leaves? Youth ministry expert Mark DeVries knows the answer is yes, because he
helps build sustainable youth ministries through his coaching service called Youth
Ministry Architects. So take heart; No matter what state the youth ministry at your
church is in-in need of a leader and volunteers, full of battles and stress, large or
small in number-it can be built to survive and to last for the long haul. Based on his
own experience and on his many conversations and interviews with churches in
crisis, DeVries pinpoints problems that cause division and burnout and dispels
strongly held myths. He then provides the practical tools and structures pastors
and church leaders need to lay a strong foundation for your ministry so that it isn't
built on a person or the latest, greatest student ministry trend. His accessible
guidance helps senior pastors and search committees create a realistic job
description for a youth pastor provides tips for making wise hiring decisions equips
youth pastors to build a strong volunteer team offers creative solutions to help
youth pastors set and keep boundaries gives a road map for navigating church
politics and more Building a sustainable youth ministry is not easy, and it's not
quick. But with commitment to the process, hard work and DeVries's guidance, you
can put together a healthy youth ministry-one that fits your church and lasts for
the long haul. Youth ministry can last. Here's how.

Building Your Volunteer Team
Having a child is truly amazing. However, if we are honest, there is a natural
grieving process that happens as we realize our old life is now over. One of the
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most difficult aspects to get over is losing personal space and time. All of the
freedoms we have grown accustomed to have instantly gone away. For Christian
parents who have once had a thriving walk with God, having little children has
made it next to impossible to stay connected the way we used to. But take heart,
this season of life doesn't have to be defined by dry spirituality. Holy Parenting is a
book that walks along with you as a parent: helping you come to terms with this
new reality, expand your devotional diet, and providing helpful tools to develop
your own faith as well as the faith of your children.

Middle School Ministry
Most parents would give anything to anchor their children with a vibrant faith that
“sticks” and continues to mature long-term. Yet despite this deep desire, research
indicates that approximately 40-50% of high school seniors drift from their faith
after graduation. In response to this problem, the Fuller Youth Institute (FYI) has
launched the College Transition Project, a national longitudinal study following 400
high school seniors during their first three years in college. This provocative and
needed research is geared to spark a movement that empowers parents, churches,
leaders, and adults of all ages to develop robust and long-term faith in kids.

Bake Through the Bible: 20 Fun Cooking Activities to Explore
the Bible Story with Young Children
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as soon
as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and a lack
of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook assumptions
about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt Miller encourages
educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and learning practices.
He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard, teaching methods.
Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators
free their teaching and revolutionize their classrooms.

Taking Action on Adolescent Literacy
Student Ministry that Matters
• Spiritual practices for beginners and practitioners all in one volume • Spurs
people of faith to deeper self-awareness, holistic living, and prayer Just Begin is an
indispensable reference tool for the interested spiritual practitioner who wants to
add new methods and exercises to their mystical “toolbox.” In simple terms, basic
steps, and encouraging language, Dr. Wigner introduces readers to more than 40
different practices from Eastern and Western traditions, encompassing everything
from mindfulness to music, yoga to the Lord’s Prayer. In each short description, the
focus is to “just begin” to practice and experiment, grow, and develop spiritually
on the way. No one can take a journey without taking the first step, and Dr. Wigner
provides the first steps for multiple practices in various religious traditions. These
spiritual exercises will help spur people of faith to deeper self-awareness, holistic
living, and prayer. The book’s sections are organized around types of practices:
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Meditating, Listening, Being, Sensing, and Embodying, with a final section: Doing.
Each chapter forms a short three to five page introduction to a mystical practice,
consisting of segments on definition, background, how to practice, resources for
further study, journal prompts and discussion questions, and common problems
that sometimes “get in the way” of one’s practice.

Holy Parenting
From Discipleship Journal, this convenient Bible reading plan can easily fit into your
schedule.

Assessing Student Learning in the Community and Two-Year
College
This is a practical resource for community and two year college professionals
engaged at all levels of learning outcomes assessment, in both academic and cocurricular environments. It is designed as a guide both to inform the creation of
new assessment efforts and to enhance and strengthen assessment programs
already established, or in development. Each chapter addresses a key component
of the assessment process, beginning with the creation of a learning-centered
culture and the development and articulation of shared outcomes goals and
priorities. Subsequent chapters lead the reader through the development of a plan,
the selection of assessment methods, and the analysis of results. The book
concludes by discussing the communication of results and their use in decision
making; integrating the conclusions in program review as well as to inform
budgeting; and, finally, evaluating the process for continuous improvement, as well
as engaging in reflection. The book is illustrated by examples developed by faculty
and student affairs/services professionals at community and two year colleges
from across the country. Furthermore, to ensure its relevance and applicability for
its targeted readership, each chapter has at least one author who is a community
college or two-year college professional. Contributors are drawn from the following
colleges: Borough of Manhattan Community College David Phillips Buffalo State
College Joy Battison Kimberly Kline Booker Piper Butler County Community College
Sunday Faseyitan California State University, Fullerton John Hoffman Genesee
Community College Thomas Priester Virginia Taylor Heald College Megan Lawrence
Stephanie Romano (now with Education Affiliates) Hobart and William Smith
Colleges Stacey Pierce Miami Dade College John Frederick Barbara Rodriguez
Northern Illinois University Victoria Livingston Paradise Valley Community College
Paul Dale San Diego Mesa College Jill Baker Julianna Barnes San Diego State
University Marilee Bresciani San Juan College David Eppich Stark State College
Barbara Milliken University of Akron Sandra Coyner Megan Moore Gardner

The Discipleship Journal Bible Reading Plan
These 80 easy to adapt strategies work in five steps or fewer to help special
educators feel confident about working with co-teachers, teacher aides, support
staff, administrators, and families.

Discover Your Spiritual Type
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Sustainable Youth Ministry
Bookkeeping for churches can be quite different than for-profit businesses, and the
other guides available cover either QuickBooks or church accounting, not both. Lisa
London, The Accountant Beside You, walks you through QuickBooks for your
church from start to finish, always with examples, terminology, and understanding
of what a busy church administrator needs to know in a clear, concise style. With
her friendly easy-to-understand style and illustrative screenshots, Lisa guides new
QuickBooks users every step of the way, while her tips for how to make
QuickBooks work better for churches provides new insight and procedures for even
the experienced bookkeeper. Not only does she step you through how to set up
QuickBooks and utilize it more efficiently for your house of worship, but she also
discusses everything you need to know to implement controls and procedures to
ensure that your church's money is always protected. QuickBooks for Churches
covers PC versions of QuickBooks from 2012 forward and even includes what's new
in the 2014 version. Lisa offers sound accounting procedures for both large and
small houses of worship, for bookkeepers with years of experience as well as those
just starting out. Let The Accountant Beside You take one more worry off your
crowded to-do list.

Purpose Driven Youth Ministry
Jesus taught with hands-on lessons and illustrations. The Hands-On Bibleuses the
same experience-based learning to communicate God's Word in an active,
understandable way. With hundreds of fun, memorable activities, the Hands-On
Bibleis packed with activities and experiences that invite kids to crawl inside the
Scriptures and do God's Word! Exciting Bible features include: 102 Hands-On Bible
Experiences 52 Key Verse Activities 31 Bible Hero Biographies 16 Bible Bonanza
Experiences 82 Jesus Connections 66 Bible Book Intros 69 Fun Facts "Where to
Turn When I'm . . ." index Kid-friendly Q and A 28 full-color tip-in pages Charts and
maps The family devotions and Bible reading plan content is available online at
myhandsonbible.com, along with some downloads.The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today's English from the
ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's scholarship and clarity
breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but even
more powerful are stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak
directly to their hearts.

One Month to Live
A year's worth of ideas and activities to revitalize every teacher's class "This book
is phenomenal! This resource is the perfect springboard to help me tackle tough
concepts." --Barb Stoflet, Minnesota Teacher of the Year, 2002 "The diversity of
topics covered and the user-friendly language guarantee that we won't grow tired
of using The Teacher's Calendar." --Tim Bailey, Utah Teacher of the Year, 2002 For
five years The Teacher's Calendar has been a fixture in classrooms and school
libraries across the country. Teachers will find innovative ideas for lessons, bulletin
boards, and school calendars on every page. Infopacked sidebars highlight specific
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dates and provide curriculum ideas and lists of appropriate books and websites.
Almost 5,000 month-by-month, day-byday listings--all fully revised and checked 50
new essays on how to use this material in class for overworked teachers
Appendixes with U.S., Canada, and Mexico at-a-glance facts And more! With its
extensive listings and seemingly inexhaustible treasure of classroom ideas, The
Teacher's Calendar will take the guesswork out of lesson planning and put fun and
creativity back into the classroom.

The Organized Teacher's Guide to Your First Year of Teaching,
Grades K-6, Second Edition
If you long to reach kids and see their lives changed by God, this comprehensive
guide shows you how. Purpose Driven® Youth Ministry will do for youth ministry
what Rick Warren's Gold Medallion award-winning, The Purpose Driven® Church is
doing for pastoral ministry. It's an indispensable guide to creating and maintaining
youth ministry for the long run. It will help you create a solid spiritual team that
builds the foundations of the Christian faith into the hearts and lives of young
people. Forged around the fundamental purposes of evangelism, discipleship,
fellowship, ministry, and worship, Purpose Driven® Youth Ministry uses the
experiences of Saddleback Church to illustrate what a healthy Youth ministry can
be. Nine transferable principles help you - Connect with the power of God for
passionate, committed leadership - Define the purpose of your ministry and
communicate it effectively - Identify your potential audience - Create programs
that reach your audience and fulfill God's purposes - Implement processes that
move students to maturity - Enhance your ministry with clearly defined values Team up with parents to involve the whole family - Find volunteers and develop
them into participating leaders - Persevere through tough times and thrive in an
ever-changing environment. Balancing both theory and practice, Purpose Driven®
Youth Ministry can be applied to any church setting, regardless of size,
denomination, facilities, resources, and existing leadership. Purpose-Driven Youth
Ministry will help you develop a ministry that equips students rather than a
ministry that coordinates events. Doug Fields says, "My goal for this book is to
coach you through a plan to build a healthy youth ministry that isn't dependent on
one great youth leader and won't be destroyed when the youth worker leaves the
church. It's not a book on how to grow your youth ministry with six easy steps; it's
about identifying, establishing, and building health into your church's youth
ministry.

Hands-On Bible NLT (Leatherlike, Dark Gray/Blue Cross)
Have you tried all the new youth programs? Have you planned one too many
wacky activities? Are you frustrated about the size of the youth group? Here's an
approach to ministry that takes youth work seriously. Family-based youth ministry
is about adults discipling teens one-on-one and in groups. It is about involving not
just the nuclear family but the whole church family--from singles to older adults.
More important, it's about incorporating youth into the life of your church. So stop
worrying about the size of your youth group or your budget. Mark DeVries's
refreshing approach to youth ministry will show you how your church can reach
today's teens and how you can keep them involved in the life of the church.
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Whether you are a parent, a youth pastor or a church member who cares about
teens, you will find in this book an entirely different approach to youth ministry
that will build mature Christian believers.

Sticky Faith
Unleashing the Passion of Young People in Your Church Is Possible! Churches are
losing both members and vitality as increasing numbers of young people
disengage. Based on groundbreaking research with over 250 of the nation's
leading congregations, Growing Young provides a strategy any church can use to
involve and retain teenagers and young adults. It profiles innovative churches that
are engaging 15- to 29-year-olds and as a result are growing--spiritually,
emotionally, missionally, and numerically. Packed with both research and practical
ideas, Growing Young shows pastors and ministry leaders how to position their
churches to engage younger generations in a way that breathes vitality, life, and
energy into the whole church. Visit www.churchesgrowingyoung.org for more
information.

Ditch That Textbook
Includes an introduction by the author, alternate ending, early notes and ideas,
deleted scenes, discussion guide, and town map on reverse side of jacket.

Thirteen Reasons Why
Make your first year—and every year—a success with this essential guide! As a
new teacher, you can be completely overwhelmed-feeling lost and not knowing
where to start when you receive the keys for the first time. The Organized
Teacher's Guide to Your First Year of Teaching, Second Edition will be your guide
during these first few days and weeks and put you on the road to success. Written
by an award-winning author team, this practical guide will help you successfully
navigate your new role. You’ll find a series of checklists, charts, and diagrams and
guidelines you can use to organize your lessons, schedule, and classroom. There’s
a ton of reproducible content in the book and an additional 50 pages of content
can accessed online. This essential resource will help you thrive in your first year
and beyond. The Organized Teacher's Guide to Your First Year of Teaching, Second
Edition features: •All-in-one resource and checklist for teachers of grades
K-6•Expert advice on organizing your classroom•Suggestions for planning lessons
and creating schedules•Reproducible content (in the book and available online)
ready for you to use•Charts, diagrams and checklists for organizing a new
classroom•Tips on increasing productivity, and more

Just Begin
This volume provides all who minister to young people with an effective blueprint
for building a truly meaningful ministry

The Key Elements of Classroom Management
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Finally, an easy-to-use, practical guide to teaching! Written by experienced
classroom teachers, these invaluable books are packed with practical information
for developing well-rounded instructional programs. Chapters on curriculum,
classroom management, and organization provide the basics every teacher needs
to know for a successful classroom experience. Full of tips on how to plan, assess,
organize, and schedule while managing relationships with students, school
personnel, and parents. Complete with activities and reproducibles. , A must-have
for any teacher getting ready to teach!

Common-Sense Classroom Management for Special Education
Teachers, Grades 6-12
Literacy lies at the heart of student understanding and achievement. Yet too many
educators mistakenly assume that the reading, writing, speaking, and thinking
skills that students developed in elementary school are sufficient for the
sophisticated learning tasks they face in middle and high school. The result?
Disappointing test scores, high dropout rates, and students unprepared for higher
education, citizenship, and the world of work. Taking Action on Adolescent Literacy:
An Implementation Guide for School Leaders presents a structured approach to
using literacy as a lever for overall school improvement. Literacy instruction is not
an "add-on," authors Judith L. Irvin, Julie Meltzer, and Melinda Dukes insist; it's an
ongoing essential. All adolescent students, no matter what their level of
achievement, can benefit from direct instruction in reading, writing, speaking, and
thinking. And all secondary school leaders can improve students' literacy and
learning by following the five action steps outlined in this book: (1) develop and
implement a literacy action plan, (2) support teachers to improve literacy
instruction, (3) use data to make curricular decisions, (4) build capacity for shared
leadership, and (5) creatively allocate resources to support the literacy plan. The
book also offers strategies to help educators integrate literacy and learning across
the content areas, provide targeted interventions for students who are struggling
the most, and develop a supportive school environment that involves parents,
community members, and district leaders. Practical tools, helpful resources, and
vignettes based on the authors' extensive work in school districts nationwide make
this an indispensable guide for principals, central office administrators, literacy
coaches, department chairs, and other school leaders committed to helping
students succeed.

Sustainable Children's Ministry
If you're working with middle schoolers, you know ministry to early teens can be a
little nuts sometimes! In this comprehensive guide from two middle school minister
veterans, you'll find everything you need to understand and effectively minister to
middle school students---to meet young teens where they are and lead them
toward a life with Jesus.

Homeschool Student Progress Planner
Seven Pillars of Servant Leadership (Rev.) offers concrete, functional skills
necessary to practice servant leadership—to lead by serving first.
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Teaching and Computers
Youth ministry isn’t just meeting with students and teaching them God’s truth. It
also involves a myriad of administrative and operational details. Youth Ministry
Management Tools 2.0 provides youth ministers and volunteers with helpful
insights, advice, and practical resources to successfully manage a youth ministry.
You’ll find sample budgets, release forms for trips, and clear direction for screening
applicants for volunteer positions. Authors Mike Work and Ginny Olson provide you
with quick and accessible answers to all of your management, administrative, and
supervisory questions and needs. Sprinkled throughout the manual are brief
personal anecdotes by actual, in-the-trenches youth workers, case studies of
church-office debacles, pivotal lessons learned over decades of ministry, nightmare
scenarios to avoid, and glorious successes to emulate. No other book provides
everything a youth ministry leader needs in one place at such an affordable
price.This revised and updated edition of a youth ministry classic includes bonus
online content, copy-ready pages and forms, and loads of other highly practical
material. Due to display constraints on most eBook readers, we have removed the
final section of this book containing the forms. Free digital copies of these forms
can be downloaded from http://downloads.zondervan.com/ymmtools2.

For the Strength of Youth
This major project created a step-by-step process to help youth ministry leaders
plan their youth ministry year. The planning tool was especially designed to guide
volunteer-led teams of smaller churches through the planning process in a
systematic and complete way by recognizing the strengths and limitations of
smaller churches and volunteer leaders. The main deliverables of the step-by-step
planning process were to evaluate existing programming, divide the leadership
team according to gifting, and to develop a set of guiding documents, including a
directory, programming calendar, weekly template with job descriptions, and
teaching schedule. Five smaller evangelical churches were given the tool prior to
planning their programming. Interviewing leaders from these youth ministry teams
revealed that the tool was helpful in each church, especially for evaluating the
success of programming objectives and generating ideas of changes to make.
However, the step-by-step process did not allow teams to easily select which
components they wished to use and was difficult to adapt for solo-led youth
ministries. Furthermore, some ministries and leaders resisted implementing the
systems- approach, especially formal job descriptions, in their smaller, family-style
ministries.

Family-Based Youth Ministry
In just fifteen minutes a day, you can master the 52 most important verses in the
Bible in a year. While there are lots of one-year Bible reading plans, few help you
understand the words that you're reading. What if we could introduce you to a
Bible reading plan that would dramatically increase your mastery of the Bible in
one year? Mark Moore coaches you through 52 of the Bible's most important
verses. These are the "core" of the Bible. Each verse clears the path to master and
manage dozens of other verses that run along the same principle path. At the end
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of this journey, you will move from curiosity about the Bible to competence in the
Bible. It is the quickest onramp to understanding the whole of God's Word for your
life.

Growing Young
Instructor
20 cooking activities to explore Bible truths with your child.

The Apology of the Augsburg Confession
Do you find yourself again and again wondering what it would take to get some
new volunteers onboard for your ministry? And yet does it seem that you are never
able to focus your energy on recruitment? Maybe you find yourself saying things
like: "It s just easier for me to do it myself." At one level, of course, this is true.
Almost always, it is easier to "do it ourselves." We avoid the hassle of having to
coordinate and communicate. We avoid having to follow up with people who drop
the ball. Youth leaders Mark DeVries and Nate Stratman have heard dozens of
reasons why leaders choose not to build a solid volunteer team. But faithful
ministry is not a do-it-yourself project. It s more than just recruiting—it involves
changing the culture of your ministry so that volunteers want to become
involved.That's why they have developed this 30-day change approach. In these
pages you will find the step-by-step support you need to actually make one of the
most important changes you want to see in your ministry. DeVries and Stratman
are so commited to the ideas that they offer the following guarantee: If you work
this 30-day process for one to two hours a day, six days a week, for 30 days, and it
does not create significant change in your ministry, Ministry Architects will gladly
refund the cost of this book and offer a credit of $20 toward any downloadable
resource in their online store at ministryarchitects.com. You have so little to risk
and everything to gain. It's time to put together that team you've been longing for!

QuickBooks for Churches and Other Religious Organizations
OUR DEAR YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN, we have great confidence in you.
You are beloved sons and daughters of God and He is mindful of you. You have
come to earth at a time of great opportunities and also of great challenges. The
standards in this booklet will help you with the important choices you are making
now and will yet make in the future. We promise that as you keep the covenants
you have made and these standards, you will be blessed with the companionship
of the Holy Ghost, your faith and testimony will grow stronger, and you will enjoy
increasing happiness.

Attention Grabbing Tools
Is your student ministry healthy? This is a question every student minister has
asked. It’s a question that brings both anger and tears. You are growing in
numbers, but something just didn’t feel right. It doesn't feel healthy. This is the
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“there must be more to student ministry than this” moment. Regardless of your
ministry context, church size, denomination, or years of experience, it is possible
for you to have a healthy student ministry. The three elements, explained by
author Ben Trueblood, will lead you to that very thing. Student Ministry that
Matters gives you and your leaders a framework to answer this question, "Is my
student ministry healthy?" and help you highlight areas of improvement as you
seek to lead a student ministry focused on health.

Youth Ministry Management Tools 2.0
Take the 30-Days to Live Challenge! What if you only had one month to live? How
would you make each day meaningful? How would you relate to others differently?
What would you do to make the rest of your life really matter? With eye-opening
insights and soul-inspiring truths, One Month to Live will challenge you to embrace
the life God has entrusted to you and you alone, and to live it out moment by
moment with wholehearted authenticity, honesty, and integrity. Each chapter
overflows with inspiring quotations, colorful true stories, and questions for
reflection. The four sections, which can be read over four weeks, help you examine
the core areas inside you that long to be exercised and expressed: how you’re
made to live passionately, love boldly, learn from your mistakes, and leave a
legacy that endures for generations after you’re gone. Complete with uplifting
action points, each of the thirty chapters– one per day in a life-changing
month–offers you fresh strategies for overcoming habits that mire you in
mediocrity. Open yourself to the challenge of embracing your mortality and being
empowered to live each day engaged in being fully alive. From the Hardcover
edition.

Core 52
"The Apology of the Augsburg Confession" by Philipp Melanchthon. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Renewing the Vision
From Urban T. Holmes's spiritual typology and her own experience as a spiritual
director and pastoral counselor, Ware provides a framework for people to name
and understand their spiritual experience-in much the same way the Myers-Briggs
typology provides a framework for understanding personality types. Readers
explore four spiritual types--head, heart, mystic, and Kingdom--and exercises allow
individuals and groups to assess their type. Additional information for clergy to use
this tool with congregations is included, which will help them gain greater
understanding of how members learn about, worship, and celebrate God--and why
there may be tension about such issues as the form or content of the worship
service.
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Youth Ministry Planning Tool for Smaller Churches
Pathfinders
Are you a children's ministry leader on the edge of burnout? Sustainable Children’s
Ministry shows you how to recruit volunteers, partner with parents, navigate
politics, and care for your own soul instead of frantically scrambling to do it all
yourself. This practical resource will help you build a ministry foundation that will
still be standing long after you are gone.

Everyday Disciples
18-25-year-olds are trying to find their place in society while living through an
array of experiences that force them to reevaluate beliefs and assumptions they
were raised with, which leads many students to disconnect from the church after
high school. College Ministry 101 will help church leaders understand the collegeage-stage in order to better minister to their needs. This book will provide leaders
with practical ministry philosophies about how to effectively minister to college
students through mentor relationships, what students need in their day-to-day
lives, how to work with volunteers in college ministry, and how to turn college-age
students into genuine disciples.

The Teacher's Calendar School Year 2004-2005
Everyday Disciples: Covenant Discipleship with Youth by Chris Wilterdink resources
pastors, youth leaders, and youth groups with information and planning materials
related to Covenant Discipleship and accountability practices. Covenant
Discipleship encourages youth to connect with Christ and one another through
mutual accountability. It also encourages a networked support structure for living
in the world as Christ followers.

Getting Ready to Teach Third Grade
An easy-to-read guide offers an introduction to effective classroom management,
including tips on setting up a classroom, establishing routines, and pacing the
curriculum.

College Ministry 101
It is widely accepted that when home and school work together, children's learning
improves. Although this fact is readily acknowledged, communication between
school and home is still often one-sided and remains a struggle for many teachers.
This book explores a wide range of tools -- take-home information and materials,
parent conferences, learning nights, and digital and social media -- for teachers to
use in establishing and maintaining the parent-teacher relationship, one that holds
the child at the center of all education decisions.
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